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1. Methodology Rationale
The “Project-based learning for promotion of youth entrepreneurship competences” is a
methodology that has been developed under the project and has a long term potential to be
implemented with a significant impact both in formal and non-formal education by
introducing entrepreneurship education into non-business disciplines and improving the
transition between education and job market for promotion of youth entrepreneurship
competences. It comprises of different self-directed learning strategies implemented through
well-designed problem situations, group or teamwork problem schemes, information search,
problem-solving strategies and meta-cognitive reflections. The methodology is special with
the fact that it implements all the principles of modern didactics: self-government,
cooperation, constructivism and contextuality. It can be applied at different levels of the nonformal and formal education systems taking into account the psycho-social, cognitive, and
educational capacity of each group of learners. However all applications are all characterized
by the expression of the four didactic principles of different intensity.
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Project-based learning methodology for the education of entrepreneurship competencies of
youth is implemented on the basis of the following three collaborative strategies - Gamebased learning, Group-based learning, and Team-based learning, as follows:
1) Game-based learning supports the learning process with motivation and socialization skills.
2) Group-based learning supports learning skills with research and learning to learn skills.
3) Team-based learning equips learners with tangible learning results. Every learning issue is
elaborated based on a combination of those three learning strategies in this methodology (see
Figure 1, below).

Figure 1
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2. Learning entrepreneurship based on problem-based learning methodology
Entrepreneurship competencies are one of the most important issues of the 21st century’s
education that are relevant to any profession and help to earn revenues from particular
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creative knowledge and skills. Business environment and conditions have changed
significantly with the changing technological environment from the times of the industrial
revolution, the fields of economic activity, communication tools, and information technologies
have significantly altered. The 21st century challenges the entrepreneurs with an
unprecedented high rise of information and communication technological development,
which enables active knowledge exchange thanks to the conditions created by modern
scientific experiments. Simultaneously with the advancement of diverse businesses the need
of new entrepreneurial skills and learning methods have raised. Entrepreneurship training
came together with the training for certain family craft, which also included the realization of
the products and services created at the family’s business’ settings. As the business
environment is diverse and rapidly changing so are the skills one needs to be an entrepreneur,
therefore the entrepreneurships training is now challenged to provide new learning
strategies. Further, the information technology era is now also challenged by the era of
concepts that requires involvement of people who not only have knowledge in different areas
but also the skills to connect various pieces of knowledge in favor of society. In particular the
skills to connect and associate pieces of knowledge of different order requires the necessity
of creative and out-of-the-box thinking known as creative thinking. Creativity can only be
developed by interactive learning methods based on a variety of intellectual and behavioral
expressions. In this respect, association, interpretation, and visualization of existing and
emerging learning objects are one of the main cognitive assumptions of creative thinking. They
help to discover empirical relationship between the investigated phenomena. Accordingly, a
problem-based learning process is modeled, the essence of which is the realization of the
learning cycle, which usually consists of four elements: structuring the problem, information
research, strategy generation, and monitoring/reflection.

1) Structuring the problem phase
Depending on the topic and concrete entrepreneurship issue, the structure and the essence
of the first problem-based learning phase could differ significantly. The topics that require less
creative thinking, and which are very well explored, require a good elaboration of existing
insights. Therefore, the structuring of the corresponding phenomena involves the use of
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different means of visualization: structuring of well-known phenomena is usually done by
plotting schemes for visualization purposes.

Accordingly, for topics that require a greater contribution of creative thinking, less structured
forms of visualization are recommended such as drawing of pictures or modeling. For
example, such a topic as generating a business idea would require more visualization of a
drawing. Accordingly, issues such as business financing, start-up, patent affirmation require
more visualization form of the schema, since the subject of learning is much better defined
and regulated. In the first case, associative, creative thinking for modeling and the new insights
and associations are important. In the second case, there’s an important good understanding
of the current phenomenon under investigation by structuring existing operational
procedures.

2) Information research phase
In the information research phase, the main focus has to be on examining relevant knowledge
in accordance with the specific features of a particular subject of entrepreneurship: it
concerns the search for conceptual, procedural or causative knowledge. The topics, that
require creative thinking would need more exploration of conceptual knowledge, that would
reveal better gaps in existing conceptual insights allowing to discover the new aspects of the
phenomenon under study that would better generate innovative business ideas or discover
new aspects of entrepreneurial activity (The following questions are asked: What’s the issue?
What is the structure of the issue? What is the resolution? What is the meaning? What is the
prevalence? What is the use?). The questions of procedural knowledge investigation usually
require the discovery of operational procedures and methodologies (How to perform? How
to achieve? What kind of methodology, procedure to use?). Causative knowledge could be
sought to find out the causal relationships between individual variables: they are most often
investigated through research, experiments that can help to reveal both the essence of the
phenomenon under study and the practical aspects of its use.
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3) Strategy generation phase
The essence of the strategy generation phase is the generation of innovative ideas and the
possibilities for tackling problems or delivering of detailed procedural provisions that will help
achieve a predefined set of goals. In this process some problems may require more creative
solutions, while the others a set of more common solutions organized in new contexts.

4) Reflection/monitoring phase
Correspondingly, at the reflection/monitoring phase, an overview of the learning process and
its coherence is made and the results are discussed. It is also important to reflect on the
dynamics of group and the teamwork within.

3. Learning cycle approach
As mentioned above project-based learning for promotion of youth entrepreneurship
competences is based on a cyclical learning strategy comprising of a sequence of four key
components within the learning cycle: repetition of the problem scheme, information
research, strategy development and problem-solving monitoring. The cyclical nature of the
learning process means that learners can periodically return to the earlier stages of the
learning process in order to better analyze the various aspects of the learning object, to clarify
the information, and to gain new insights into the specification of the learning object.
Cyclical learning strategies have a number of advantages in comparison to the linear ones,
because they are oriented towards deep learning - the problem is analyzed until there is no
uncertainty and the main problematic questions are answered. The gathered information is
supporting the processes of understanding the object of learning and gain insights into it. The
envisaged learning compounds are as follows:

1) Creating a problem diagram
At the stage of creating a problem diagram, the aim is to understand the essence of the
problem, to structure it, to visualize it by reproducing information from the learners'
experience and the information found by the primary external sources. At this stage of
learning, learners generate problem definitions, insights, and attempt to define key side
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issues, problem-solving goals, success criteria, and similar problems. The result of this
problematic learning phase is the problem diagram - its visual expression with its structural
and situational components. It can be in the form of a drawing, diagram or picture. It is
important that it is the result of group work and well reveals the essence and boundaries of
the learning object. Problems are different - they are most often classified according to their
complexity, types (Jonassen, 2011). Various types of problems for learning purposes are used
in the process of problem-based learning - from simple logical problems to complex dilemmas.

2) Study of problem information

Problem-based and unknown information is formulated on the basis of the problem chart. It
is expressed through statements based on learners' experiences and details related to the
problematic situations. Unknown information is formulated with questions and can be
classified in different ways the most common way being in accordance with the type of
unknown information. Learners generate as many questions as possible, which are classified
and selected for the most relevant information research. The quality of formulation and the
choice of questions have a crucial impact on the success of problem learning outcomes. It is
most often recommended to formulate 3-6 questions for one learning object. The more
complex the problem - the more learning objects it may have.

Learners work together to develop an information research strategy and distribute questions
thus conducting an information survey. The Phase of Information Research is the most
individualized learning phase of problematic learning, as most of the information research is
carried out by all members of the group in the form of information research tasks. After
conducting an information search by information search strategy, all the information found is
summarized in the group and a common position (detailed knowledge) is formulated with
respect to the subject.
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3) Generating problem strategies

It should be emphasized that problem-based learning does not actually solve the problems,
but acquires significant insights into problem solving. Acquired knowledge and understanding
enable us to better understand the definition, structure, use in practice of the object of
learning, its relation to the environment and itself. The information found during the
generation of problem strategies is transformed into a sequence of certain decisions
(activities) that can be expressed in action plans, activity projects, methodologies, operational
procedures, operating principles, models, etc. The strategies that are being developed do not
have to be very detailed, accurate in the process of problem-based learning. They become
more detailed and precise, with a range of insights into the problem, helping decision makers,
practitioners, technologists, educators, etc. to take action to contribute to the practical
problem solving. In this way, the learning outcomes of problematic learning can be used not
only by learners learning professional subjects in formal or non-formal learning, but also by
practitioners in order to address problems in professional practice.

4) Problem solving monitoring

In the problem-solving monitoring phase, the consistency of the problem-based learning
process is checked for compliance with strategies, defined purpose and success criteria. Also,
learners perform meta-cognitive reflection on learning, discussing the difficulties and
successful aspects of the learning process. The learning process is completed by the
problematic learning groups presenting each other's learning outcomes, and the facilitator
summarizing the learning process from a holistic perspective. In addition, no matter what
subjects of entrepreneurship we teach, it is important that it begins with the presentation,
analysis, and reflection of a real or hypothetical problematic situation. This requires a problem
situation (Problem case) for the relevant topic of entrepreneurship. In each problem case - at
least one learning issue (learning object) related to a learning subject expressed, that must
easily be identified by the learner.
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The more complex the problem is the more learning objects it may have. Different teams can
challenge the different objects of entrepreneurship in the same learning situation/problem
and then share their insights in the intergroup / inter-university learning process afterward.

4. Facilitator of problematic training
The facilitator of the learning process within the envisaged methodology is the main
pedagogical employee who is responsible for planning, implementing and monitoring of the
learning process. The role of the facilitator can be performed by the teacher of the education
institution or the informal learning specialist who will undertake a set of functions during the
learning process. The main function of the facilitator is to encourage and facilitate learner selflearning by giving them the freedom to learn according to the aims, objectives and learning
autonomy of the program. In order to implement the facilitation function, the facilitator must
properly plan the learning process consisting of a learning program, a briefing, and a
monitoring and evaluation system.
The learning program is relatively different from the traditional (lecture /lesson) learning
program, because it is based on the problem and the main subject of learning is not a specific
discipline or a defined content segment but a learning object. The learning object
encompasses not only the process of acquiring the competences by the learners, but also
consolidates the possibility of multidisciplinary of learning through encompassing the
knowledge of different disciplines related to the learning object by holistically integrating
them into the learning process. In this way, the learning object is not definitively defined in
the learning program, but given its clear contours, so the learner's main learning goal is to fill
the contours of the learning object by solving a defined problem while working in groups or
teams. In the learning process the learners have a great deal of freedom to search, create,
experiment, and analyze information within a learning object. In this way, not only the
acquisition of knowledge in certain disciplines is promoted but also creative thinking and the
process of creating new knowledge, supervised by the facilitator.
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However, the main principle of the facilitator's activity is not to interfere with the work of the
learners to the extent that they successfully work independently. Therefore, the main
functions of the facilitator are such as the planning and development of problem-based
instruction and problematic situations, the inspiration of discussions, the monitoring of the
learning process, the assessment, and the gradual withdrawal from the direct learning process
for successful progression of learners.

The facilitator encodes the main learning objects in problematic situations, which learners
need to identify, understand and analyze according to the learning methodology, which
consists of realization of the four main problem-oriented learning cognitive abilities - problem
scheme development, information research, strategy development and problem solving
monitoring. At every stage of the learning process, facilitators can help learners discover the
right way to solve a problem if self-learning proves at a certain moment difficult, depending
on learners’ characteristics.

During problem-based learning, the facilitator actively monitors the learning process, inspires
discussions, raises questions; provides comments, suggestions, and make analytical notes by
recording the activities of a separate problematic training group /team or its member. Not
only knowledge but also process abilities are assessed in the learning process: development
of problem schemes; information retrieval; strategy development; monitoring, metacognitive reflection and group/team work dynamics. In a formal learning setting, the main
facilitator must be a subject specialist, and in non-formal learning it is optional if the facilitator
is subject specialist. Facilitation of such a problem-based training is a relatively complex
process, usually carried out by several facilitators at the same time, taking into account the
characteristics of the learners, the number of groups/teams and the degree of their
independence. Among the most important personal features of a facilitator are flexibility,
learner orientation, empathy and quick reaction to various learning situations that would help
learners to progress.
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5 Templates to be used in the methodological model (Annexed below)
TEMPLATE 1: TEMPLATE FOR PROBLEMS STRUCTURING
TEMPLATE 2: TEMPLATE FOR INFORMATION RESEARCH
TEMPLATE 3: TEMPLATE FOR STRATEGY CREATION
TEMPLATE 4: FOR PROBLEM SOLVING (PS) MONITORING
TEMPLATE 5: FOR CREATION OF PROBLEM CASE
TEMPLATE 6: GAME-BASED LEARNING REFLECTION JOURNAL
TEMPLATE 7: EXPLANATION OF GAME-BASED LEARNING CRITERIA
TEMPLATE 8: FACILITATORS’ REFLECTIVE JOURNAL: OBSERVATION OF LEARNING
ACTIONS IN GROUPS
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TEMPLATE 1: TEMPLATE FOR PROBLEMS STRUCTURING
CHRACHTERISTICS OF
PROBLEM SCHEME

COMMENTS/JUSTIFICATION

Type of the problem

Answer / why do you think so?

The main problem

Answer / why do you think so?

Other problems

Answer / why do you think so?

Aim of problem solving

Answer / why do you think so?

Problem solving success
criteria

Answer / why do you think so?

Analogical problem

Answer / why do you think so?

Structure components:

Actors and Factors

Situational components:
factual, normative,
methodical, embedded, social
practice

Essential
relationship

CERTAIN IMPACT
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TEMPLATE 2: TEMPLATE FOR INFORMATION RESEARCH
CHARACHTERISTICS OF
INFORMATION RESEARCH
Define known information in
the problem
Information, that must be
found to tackle the problem
(raising of questions)
Know-WHAT?
Know-HOW?
Know-WHY?
Know-WHO?
Information search strategy

ANSWERS / JUSTIFICATIONS
What is known about situation from problem case / your personal experience?
Question No. 1

Question No. 2

Question No. 3

Question No. 4

Question… n

Formulate the
question

Formulate the
question

Formulate the
question

Formulate the
question

Formulate the
question

Please describe what kind of information are you going to search and where are you going to search it

Definition of keywords
Information from Vocabularies,
Encyclopaedias, Thesaurus

Keywords
Info source (IS) No
Title of IS
Author; Year

Keywords

Keywords

Keywords

Keywords

…

…

…

…

Information from scientific
books / internet based law
cases‘ base
Information from science
databased (Scientific articles)
Information from statistical
data bases / audio-visual
information / popular internet
sites and other

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…
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TEMPLATE 3: TEMPLATE FOR STRATEGY CREATIO
No. Procedural
steps of
creation
strategy
1 Generation
problem solving
strategies

2

Structuring of
problem solving
strategies

3

Selection and
justification of
problems
solving
strategies

Description

Having found information about the learning object, all data could be transferred (in case of practical application)
into possible solutions. Found information could be clustered into several categories that will serve as a pattern for
creation of problem solving strategies.
Found procedural information could be developed into separate strategies. Several steps proposed for this purpose:
 Clustering of procedural information into several categories;
 Formulating problem solving strategies based on several categories;
The result of generation of problem solving strategy – created one or more problem’s solving strategies in the form
of declaration.
Having one or several problem solving strategies it should be structured and explicated into small structural
components – tactics/actions. Tactics and actions should help to reach the purpose of the project.
Several steps proposed for structuring of PS strategy:
 Dividing problem solving strategy into separate actions;
 Structuring problem solving strategy into several phases: planning, organization, implementation, evaluation
criteria;
 Application of found information for structuring problem solving strategy: tactics and activities.
The result of generation problem solving strategies: structured and justified one or more problem solving strategies.
Having explicated problem solving strategies one strategy should be selected and justified. Selecting the most
relevant strategy includes selecting the most feasible, realistic and effective strategy.
 Strategy should correspond problem solving aim and problem solving success criteria defined.
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TEMPLATE 4: FOR PROBLEM SOLVING (PS) MONITORING

No.

PS monitoring
process

Description

1

Strategy-aim
coherence

Created strategy should be checked for the coherence with problem solving aims raised in the structuring phase of the
problem. The following questions should be considered:
1. Does the strategy correspond the PS aim completely? Why do you think so?
2. Does the strategy correspond the PS aim partly? Why do you think so?
3. What characteristics of aim were achieved the best and least?
4. Would you change your PS aim if you solved problem again? Why?

2

Strategysuccess
criteria
coherence

Created strategy should be checked for the coherence with problem solving success criteria. Problem solving strategy
should meet the most of project solving success criteria. The following questions should be raised:
 Does your selected strategy correspond all success criteria? Why?
 What success criteria implemented the most and least successfully? Why do you think so?
 Would you change success criteria if you solved problem again? Why?

3

Strategy
transferability
for solving of
the problems

Selected strategy should be evaluated for suitability of solving other problems. The following question could be
considered for such evaluation:
 Does this strategy fit for other problem salvation? Why?
 Please give examples how this strategy could be used to solve other problems?
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TEMPLATE 5: FOR CREATION OF PROBLEM CASE

Type of problem foreseen

Please indicate the type/s problem to be created

Subjects covered

What subject/s this problem covers?

Competences of Veterinary Nurses’
covered
Learning objects codified

What competences of specialists covered by this problem?

Problem’s structural components

What are the structural components in the case?

Problem’s situational components

What are the situational components in the case?

What are the main concrete learning objects? How many of them in the case?

The most important questions to raise Please list the most important and relevant questions to be raised by learners?
The most important keywords to be
used in the case
Possible bibliographical sources for
problem solving
Time limit foreseen for problem
solving

The most important keywords to be used in the case?
Please list precise bibliography sources for solving this particular problem.
What’s the time limit for solving this problem
Problem case
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TEMPLATE 6: GAME-BASED LEARNING REFLECTION JOURNAL
Date
Group title
Type of game
Title of game:

20.. - .. - ..

Time (Observation time)

Simulation

Discovery

..

Decisi

Learning object
(Learning issue)
Group members
(Name Surname)

General criteria of the
game

Originality

Team work

Team wor

Vizualizations
Improvizations
Team work

Strategical thinking
Operativenes
Reflection

Strategica
Operative
Reflection

Reflection

Other criteria______________

Other crit

General reflection on
group’s game
Reflection on individual group member
No.

Name Surname

Individual role quality (Precizenes ) Coordination with the rest of group
(Synergy)

1.
2.
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TEMPLATE 7: EXPLANATION OF GAME-BASED LEARNING CRITERIA
Types of games

Criteria
Originality
Vizualizations

Simulation games

Improvizations
Team work
Reflection
Team work
Strategical thinking

Discovery games

Operativenes
Reflection
Other
criteria______________
Team work
Strategical thinking

Decision making
games

Operativenes
Reflection
Other ___________

Description
Positive characteristics: original performance / visualizations created by learners’ themselves;
Negative characteristics: performance taken from other existing examples, without any modifications.
Positive characteristics: number of visual components involved: nature, special clothes, furniture, and special spaces.
Negative characteristics: without special visualizations.
Positive characteristics: group performed from themselves, without reading: clearly and fluently improvised the roles.
Negative characteristics: reading text of speech; lost in words and performance.
Positive characteristics: each group member had specific role in the game.
Negative characteristics: group members duplicated each other roles.
Positive characteristics: reflected on feelings, motions and learning outcomes.
Negative characteristics: lack of reflective thinking; no comments.
Positive characteristics: each group member had specific role in the game.
Negative characteristics: group members duplicated each other roles.
Positive characteristics: group had a clear strategy how to perform to succeed;
Negative characteristics: group acted without any strategy – trying possible solutions.
Positive characteristics: Good time management; No wasting of time – no big time windows.
Negative characteristics: No cation; Big time windows between actions.
Positive characteristics: reflected on feelings, motions and learning outcomes.
Negative characteristics: lack of reflective thinking; no comments.
Positive characteristics:
Negative characteristics:
Positive characteristics: each group member had specific role in the game.
Negative characteristics: group members duplicated each other roles.
Positive characteristics: group had a clear strategy how to perform to succeed;
Negative characteristics: group acted without any strategy – trying possible solutions.
Positive characteristics: Good time management; No wasting of time – no big time windows.
Negative characteristics: No cation; Big time windows between actions.
Positive characteristics: reflected on feelings, motions and learning outcomes.
Negative characteristics: lack of reflective thinking; no comments.
Positive characteristics:…
Negative characteristics:…
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TEMPLATE 8: FACILITATORS’ REFLECTIVE JOURNAL: OBSERVATION OF LEARNING ACTIONS IN GROUPS
Group name
Groups members

NAME OF THE GROUP
1. <NAME SURNAME>; 2. <NAME SURNAME>; 3. <NAME SURNAME>;
4. <NAME SURNAME>; 5. <NAME SURNAME>;

Groups leader

NAME SURNAME

Learning object

TITLE OF LEARNING OBJECT

Associations with other learning
objects
Name of Facilitator
NAME SURNAME
Group leader
NAME SURNAME

Group member No. 1
Name Surname
Group member No. 2
Name Surname

Groups leaders
evaluation

RELATIONS WITH OTHER PREVIUOSLY LEARNT OBJECTS
(THEORETICAL-LOGICAL; PRACTICAL-APPLICATORY)
Facilitator observes individual and group based consultancies gives proposals in the process.
Able to give proper
definition of LO;
(Gives clear definition of
the issue)

Able to describe
structure of LO
(Gives structural
visualization on the
issue)

Able to give proper Procedural
information on LO
(demonstrates practically how
problem solved / issue used)

Able contextualize
information giving real
examples on LO (Gives
real life proper examples
according interests of
learner)

Group leader gives
formative evaluation

Instruction
Instruction
Instruction

Instruction

Group member No. 3
Name Surname
Group member No. 4
Name Surname
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Group’s leader comments on
facilitation on LO

Specific remark

Specific remark

Specific remark

Specific remark

General remark

Mains facilitators comments
on Group work and learning
results

Specific remark

Specific remark

Specific remark

Specific remark

General remark on
Leaders work:
From 1 to 5

For Facilitator: make sure proper leader selected for each LO who knows all aspects of LO; Observe all learning process without interruption. Reflect.
For Leader: make sure instructed persons understood the particular aspect of the LO; Observe of sharing of particular knowledge about the rest group members.
Give Suggestions, notifications in the process if something goes wrong;
For Group members: please select to represent your colleagues’ provided particular aspect of LO.
Evaluation criteria: Demonstrated knowledge and skills (from 8-10), instructing of members (+ 2; Leader); Acquired knowledge and skills (Group members: LO1 – 2;
LO2 -2; LO3-4; LO4-2).

Major evaluation issues in group work (Applied in sequent way):
1.

Able to give proper definition of LO – giving one or several clear definitions from scientific literature; Description and explanation of the issue in the context of other
learning issues in the programme. Example: What European social policy is? What does it consist from? What is the place of EU social policy in the context of other EU
policies? Providing information on author of definition.
2. Able to describe structure of LO - providing structural view of LO with all structural components indicating internal relationships of those components. Drawing or coping
scheme of LO visualizing structural components of LO. Example: major components of EU Social policy and its components’ interrelation.
3. Able to give proper Procedural information on LO - providing procedures of decision making, how policies being formed at EU and Local levels. Decision making process.
Problem solving process at EU and National levels.
4. Able contextualize information giving real examples on LO – giving practical example of implemented EU social policies at particular country (Social regalements and
directives and its implementation at particular case).
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Disclaimer:
The information and views set out in this publication are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the official opinion of the European Commission. Neither the European Union
institutions and bodies nor any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible for the
expressed information therein.
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